
Oath of the Gatewatch Instants 

Color 
Mana 
Cost 

Card Rarity Brief Card Text 

Colorless  

Spatial Contortion  Target creature gets +3/-3 

Warping Wail  
Choose one — Exile target creature with power or toughness 1 or less. Counter 

target sorcery spell. Put a 1/1 colorless Eldrazi Scion creature token onto the 
battlefield. It has “Sacrifice this creature: Add  to your mana pool” 

White 

 Searing Light  Destroy target attacking or blocking creature with power 2 or less 

 

Dazzling 
Reflection  

You gain life equal to target creature’s power. The next time that creature would 
deal damage, prevent that damage 

Immolating Glare  Destroy target attacking creature 

Mighty Leap  Target creature gets +2/+2 and gains flying 

 Make a Stand  Creatures you control get +1/+0 and gain indestructible 

Blue 

 Gift of Tusks  
Target creature loses all abilities and becomes a green Elephant with base power 

and toughness 3/3 

 Negate  Counter target noncreature spell 

 

Abstruse 
Interference  

Devoid. Counter target spell unless its controller pays . You put a 1/1 
colorless Eldrazi Scion creature token onto the battlefield. It has “Sacrifice this 

creature: Add  to your mana pool” 

Grip of the Roil  
Surge . Tap target creature. It doesn’t untap during its controller’s next 

untap step. Draw a card 

Sweep Away  
Return target creature to its owner’s hand. If that creature is attacking, you may 

put it on top of its owner’s library instead 

 Void Shatter  Devoid. Counter target spell. If that spell is countered this way, exile it instead 

 
Overwhelming 

Denial  
Surge . Overwhelming Denial can’t be countered by spells or abilities. 

Counter target spell 

 

Comparative 
Analysis  Surge . Target player draws two cards 

Unity of Purpose  Support 2. Untap each creature you control with a +1/+1 counter on it 

Black 

 
Unnatural 
Endurance  Devoid. Target creature gets +2/+0. Regenerate it 

 Corpse Churn  
Put the top three cards of your library into your graveyard, then you may return 

a creature card from your graveyard to your hand 

 
Grasp of 
Darkness  Target creature gets -4/-4  

 Tar Snare  Target creature gets -3/-2 
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Red 

 Expedite  Target creature gains haste. Draw a card 

 

Brute Strength  Target creature gets +3/+1and gains trample 

Reality 
Hemorrhage  Devoid. Reality Hemorrhage deals 2 damage to target creature or player 

Tears of Valakut  
Tears of Valakut can’t be countered by spells or abilities. It deals 5 damage to 

target creature with flying 

 Kozilek’s Return  
Devoid. Kozilek’s Return deals 2 damage to each creature. Whenever you cast 

an Eldrazi creature spell with CMC 7 or greater, you may exile Kozileks’s 
Return from your graveyard. If you do, it deals 5 damage to each creature 

 
Consuming 

Sinkhole  
Devoid. Choose one — Exile target land creature. Consuming Sinkhole deals 4 

damage to target player 

 Fall of the Titans  
Surge . Fall of the Titans deals X damage to each of up to two target 

creatures and/or players 

Green 

 

Natural State  Destroy target artifact or enchantment with CMC 3 or less 

Vines of the 
Recluse  Target creature gets +1/+2 and gains reach. Untap it 

 

Elemental 
Uprising  

Target land you control becomes a 4/4 elemental creature with haste. It’s still a 
land. It must be blocked if able 

Lead by Example  Support 2 

 Pulse of Murasa  
Return target creature or land card from a graveyard to its owner’s hand. You 

gain 6 life 

 
 

Oath of the Gatewatch Flash Spells 

Mana Cost Card Rarity Stats/Abilities 

 
Dimensional 

Infiltrator  
Devoid, Flying, 2/1; : Target opponent exiles the top card of their library. If 

it’s a land card, you may return Dimensional Infiltrator to its owner’s hand 

 Vile Redeemer  
Devoid, 3/3; When you cast Vile Redeemer, you may pay . If you do, put a 

1/1 colorless Eldrazi Scion creature token onto the battlefield for each nontoken 
creature that died under your control this turn. They have “Sacrifice this 

creature: Add  to your mana pool”  

 Void Grafter  
Devoid, 2/4; When Void Grafter enters the battlefield, another target creature 

you control gains hexproof 

 


